
THE POWER
OF A BRAND TO
UPLIFT YOURS!

OUR PREMIUM PRODUCTS FOR YOUR 
PROMOTIONS, CORPORATE GIFTS, 
INCENTIVES AND EVENTS



THE ORIGINAL SINCE 1952
In 1952, Weber Bros.’ welder George Stephen converted 

a marine buoy into the first kettle grill and created 

what was to make Weber the very synonym for BBQ. 

The history of Weber is the amazing narrative of 

how an employee’s desire to improve his weekend 

pastime can drive the transformation of an entire 

company. Back in 1952, Weber Bros.’ Metal Works was 

a Chicago-based manufacturer of marine buoys. One 

of their welders, George Stephen Sr., was a zealous 

grill master, but increasingly frustrated about the 

open brickwork brazier he had in his backyard. Any 

passing shower could extinguish the fire. Even a few 

drops would tamper with the temperature and ruin 

the steaks. And the slightest gust of wind would blow 

hot ashes all over the place. Looking for a way to 

cover the grill without smothering the heat, Stephen 

created the world’s first kettle barbecue from two 

halves of a buoy. A few holes drilled into the bottom 

enabled the necessary air circulation. The invention 

was met with huge enthusiasm from Stephen’s 

neighbours, and sales of the new device almost 

immediately went through the roof. However, nobody 

could have foreseen back then that Weber was to 

become the very synonym for BBQ in countries all 

over the world. Since then, the brand has come a long 

way: Weber is now a leading manufacturer not only 

in charcoal but also in gas and electric barbecues. 

However, the Original Kettle barbecue is still the icon 

of the brand – enhanced to near-perfection. At Weber, 

we will never stop striving for improvement.

A N  A P P E T I T E  F O R N E V E R - E N D I N G  I N N O VAT I O N

Gifting Weber BBQ equipment to 

your partners is a lasting sign of our 

appreciation and reflects the high 

standards and values of your own brand.

YOUR ADVANTAGES 
AT A GLANCE

 Excellent brand reputation

 Symbol of community building

 Sustainable products, lasting quality

 Lasting sign of loyalty

 Widely recognised gift value

 Wide range of products

Since man tamed fire, the hearth has been at the 

heart of communities. So what’s more obvious 

than building your fan base around a barbecue? To 

take the idea one step further: why not give away 

what has become the very synonym for BBQ in the 

world of outdoor cooking?

Whether awarded as a premium, incentive, or 

raffle prize, a Weber barbecue sustainably adds 

to the image of your own brand – whenever 

people fire up, they will fondly remember who it 

came from.

george stephen
Inventor & founder

THEY
ALL
WANT
WEBER!



MAKE AN IMPACT 
ALL YEAR LONG

Barbecue season never 

ends. Make a lasting impact 

with Weber essentials. 

Discover a wide range of 

premium barbecues and 

accessories that are sure 

to impress all year round. Treat your employees to 

a Weber portable barbecue that they can take with 

them on hot summer nights. Or make your Weber 

Christmas gift the talk of the season. Their happy 

barbecuing moments will forever be connected to 

your brand. It’s the gift that keeps on giving. 

FOR ANY BUDGET

From stylish aprons to deluxe tool sets: our 

affordable accessories are perfectly suitable as 

giveaways, add-ons or raffle prizes.

AND MANY
MORE TO COME

precision 
tool set

apron

igrill 2 
thermometer

vegetable basket

smokeY Joe®
portable 
barbecue

weber voucher



THIS COULD BE YOUR LOGO

From accessories to grills: many products 

can be flavoured with your own branding. 

Imagine your logo baked onto the lid of a 

Weber charcoal barbecue or imprinted on 

the handle of a Weber Q gas barbecue. This 

brandmark will never fade or flake off.

LET’S GET 
PERSONAL
FLAVOUR YOUR GIFTS WITH 
YOUR OWN BRANDING

Make sure your customers, employees and partners 

will never forget you. With your logo on a Weber gift, 

they will remember you with every bite. And the 

best part? You will be top of everyone’s mind at their 

barbecue party!

Please check with your 
local representative for 
minimum order quantities 
and lead time.



KEEP THE
SPARK ALIVE
STRENGTHEN YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
WEBER ELECTRIC BARBECUES

GRILLING WITHOUT LIMITS
JUST PLUG IN AND GRILL OUT

weber® q 1400 
with stand

pulse 2000pulse 1000

weber® q 2400 
with stand

weber® q 2400

pulse 2000
with cart

Building relationships is important but making 

them last is what truly counts. Keep the spark 

alive with Weber electric barbecues.

Our electric barbecues can fit easily on any 

balcony or terrace. And the best part? Fuel 

restrictions in the city will no longer be a 

problem.

BOOST YOUR BOND

Do you want to boost your bond with urban 

consumers? We’ve found the way to their 

heart! Gifting an electric barbecue will truly 

resonate with them. They can just open their 

balcony door, plug in the barbecue and enjoy 

the ambiance. An urban barbecue is no longer 

wishful thinking!

WEBER Q ELECTRIC SERIES

Dinner doesn’t get any easier than plugging in a Weber Q electric barbecue.

PULSE 

The holy grail for the electric griller, combining high-performance with convenience. 



FROM COMPACT TO LARGE
THERE’S A CHARCOAL BARBECUE FOR EVERYONE

MASTER-TOUCH, CLASSIC & COMPACT KETTLE SERIES

There’s no better introduction to charcoal barbecuing than the 

Compact Kettle or Master-Touch series.

RANCH KETTLE

Many mouths to feed? The Ranch Kettle is big 

enough to feed a large group of people or a 

huge (office) party.

Ø 94 cm,black

summit®
kamado e6

Ø 61 cm, black

compact
Ø 47 cm, black
Ø 57 cm, black

master-touch® 
gbs e-5750

Ø 57 cm, black

master-touch®
gbs premium e-5770

Ø 57 cm, black

Rely on the strength of the original. Everybody 

loves the crackling sound and comforting, 

nostalgic smell of charcoal barbecuing. And 

nothing quite matches the unique smoky 

flavour when you get cooking with a quality 

charcoal grill. It’s perfect for people who like 

the hands-on, primal experience of lighting 

charcoal and keeping it properly tended. Treat 

your customers, employees or partners to 

the authentic grilling experience of a Weber 

charcoal barbecue.

THE POWER OF AUTHENTICITY

Do you like to keep it real? Use the original 

power of Weber charcoal barbecues to 

reflect your brand’s authenticity. A Weber 

charcoal barbecue is not only a convincing 

incentive, but will also increase brand loyalty. 

As it will connect all those genuinely happy 

barbecuing moments to your brand. Let’s 

toast to originality!

classic kettle 
Ø 47 cm, black
Ø 57 cm, black

AUTHENTICITY 
IS AT THE HEART 
OF SUCCESS
THE TIME-TESTED WEBER CHARCOAL BARBECUES 
NEVER FAIL TO STOKE ENTHUSIASM



Discover endless possibilities and take your customers 

on a culinary journey around the world: The CRAFTED - 

Gourmet BBQ System guarantees fantastic Asian wok 

dishes, Italian pizza, a great poultry roaster for delicious 

chicken and also cakes. And much much more. 

Remove one part of the grate and replace it with one 

of the many inserts. Suitable for many of our charcoal, 

pellet and gas barbecues!

WEBER

CRAFTED - 
GOURMET 
BBQ SYSTEM

CULINARY
IMAGINATION

UNLIMITED

dual-sided 
sear grate

glazed 
baking stone

roasting 
basket

flat top

poultrY 
roaster 

dutch oven 
duo

griddle

sear grate

wok set



ADD SOME FIRE 
TO YOUR BRAND
USE THE POWER OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WEBER 
WOOD FIRED PELLET BARBECUES

WHERE THERE’S SMOKE, 
THERE’S SMOKEFIRE

PACKED WITH EXCITING FEATURES

SEARING, SMOKING AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

The SmokeFire series is packed with exciting features. It combines breakthrough 

smart grilling technology with incredible new cooking features to deliver amazing 

flavour. The revolutionary barbecue is the ultimate grand prize in your raffle. Or the 

perfect incentive to motivate your employees to go the extra mile.

smokefire epx4 wood fired 
pellet grill, stealth edition

Ready to add some fire to your brand? Our 

all-in-one wood fired pellet barbecues are 

the newest addition to Weber’s barbecue 

categories. The barbecues deliver the 

authentic flavour of wood fired food with 

integrated Weber Connect smart grilling 

technology. 

GO ALL OUT

Want to go all out? The Weber SmokeFire 

STEALTH Edition is guaranteed to wow. 

Its 95-315°C temperature range gives it 

the versatility to sear, smoke, bake, and 

everything in between. It’s the only barbecue 

you need to do it all. 

smokefire epx6 wood fired 
pellet grill, stealth edition



genesis® e-335 genesis® ex-335

genesis® e-435 genesis® ex-435

spirit i i  e-210 gbs spirit i i  e-310 gbs

spirit e-325 gbs spirit ep-335 
premium gbs

KEEP
RELATIONSHIPS
SIZZLING
WEBER GAS BARBECUES MEET ANY DESIRE

FROM COMPACT TO HIGH-END
THERE IS ONE FOR ANY NEED

Gas barbecues are perfect for keeping 

relationships sizzling. Treat your customers, 

employees or partners to the ease and 

convenience of gas barbecuing. A Weber gas 

barbecue brings perfect fire and precision 

temperature adjustments at the push of a 

button. 

Cooking amazing food has never been this 

easy. With sizes ranging from comfortably 

small to luxuriously large, the impressive 

Weber collection of gas barbecues meets any 

desire.

GENESIS SERIES 

The ultimate gas barbecue: the big brother 

of the Spirit series, that brings unmatched 

performance and premium features.

SPIRIT SERIES 

Step things up with Spirit: packed with 

great features for the perfect barbecuing 

experience.

THAT’S SMART!

Did you know most of our Genesis gas barbecues are equipped with built-in Weber Connect 

technology? Read all about this smart feature on the next page.

weber® q 1200

WEBER Q GAS SERIES

An entry-level classic: compact enough to fit 

anywhere, big enough to please any craving.



Looking to strengthen your connection with customers, 

employees or partners? Weber Connect will wow everyone. 

This clever gadget is the secret ingredient to perfectly 

barbecued food. It’s a barbecuing assistant that sends 

notifications directly to your smart phone, on everything: 

from a food readiness countdown, to when it’s time to flip 

your food and serve it.

THE GIFT THAT HAS IT ALL

The Weber Connect smart grilling hub has bold features, 

but is modest in price. This makes it the perfect giveaway 

or prize in a raffle without breaking the bank. And the best 

part? The gadget is compatible with any barbecue. So 

everybody can enjoy the power of Weber Connect.

SMART BARBECUES WITH BUILT-IN WEBER CONNECT

Did you know some of our barbecues are already equipped 

with Weber Connect technology? They come with a built-in 

smart barbecuing assistant, like the Genesis EPX-335.W E B E R  C O N N E C T  W I L L  W O W  E V E R Y O N E 

genesis®
epx-335
smart gas 
barbecue

STRENGTHEN
YOUR CONNECTION

weber connect 
smart grilling hub



THEY GO
WHERE YOU GO
WEBER PORTABLE BARBECUES TRAVEL WITH TASTE

Work wherever you want to, barbecue wherever you want to. Give your 

employees or customers the opportunity to escape the hectic everyday 

life by embracing the mobility of Weber portable barbecues. Designed 

to bring a taste of home wherever you go. Get going, get grilling!

SMOKEY JOE SERIES

Travel in taste with this portable 

charcoal barbecue. Available in 

many different colours.

GO-ANYWHERE SERIES

Small in size, but big in taste. 

Go anywhere with your gas or 

charcoal barbecue.

TRAVELER SERIES 

The latest gas barbecue addition 

to our portable crew takes it to 

the next level. For anyone who 

wants delicious, barbecued food 

away from home.

smokeY Joe series 
available in different 
colours!

GRILLING ON THE GO



FIRE UP YOUR 
COMPANY PARTY
WITH A WEBER GRILL MASTER

Barbecue is bonding. Make your company party unforgettable with premium food prepared 

by a professional Weber grill master. Imagine your employees or partners gathering around 

the barbecue, enjoying food straight from the grill.

SPONTANEOUS OFFICE COOKOUTS

There’s nothing like a spontaneous office cookout! Kick-off the beginning of summer or 

celebrate an amazing work week with a barbecue. Our Weber Grill Master comes over 

to spoil your team with food grilled to perfection. Colleagues can join our Grill Master 

behind the barbecue or just sit back and relax. It will bring your team together over a 

shared love of good food. Barbecue, eat and bond.

TEAM BUILDING
WELL-DONE
WITH THE  WEBER GRILL ACADEMY

Looking for a team building activity that your people will actually enjoy? The 

Weber Grill Academy is the answer. With help from our specially trained grill 

masters your team will prepare a delicious multi-course menu directly on 

the barbecue. An experience they will be talking about for a long time. It’s also 

a great way for meeting your business partners in a relaxed atmosphere.



ACCESSORIES 
FOR EVERY 
TASTE

cutting 
board with 
catch bin

precision 3-piece 
barbecue set

grilling 
basket

rapidfire 
chimneY starter

EXPAND YOUR BARBECUE REPERTOIRE

Pizza, pancakes or cookies? With our accessories anyone 

can expand their barbecue repertoire. All it takes are the 

proper tools to turn a garden into a fully functioning outdoor 

kitchen. We offer a wide range of premium accessories: 

from a pizza stone to a Dutch oven. 

COUNTLESS POSSIBILITIES

Looking for the perfect gift? We offer accessories for every 

taste. Treat your employees or clients to more variety on 

the barbecue. Just let us know what you’re looking for, and 

we’ll find you the accessory to match.

MOUTH-
WATERING
LITERATURE

premium 
gloves

WEBER COOKBOOKS

Did you know Weber is famous for creating 

mouthwatering and inspiring cookbooks? 

With our long experience in grilling we’ve 

taught a lot of people how to experiment 

using the barbecue. A delicious addition to 

anyone’s library!

cutter

paddle

ceramic 
pizzastone



Make sure your customers, employees, 

partners and friends will never forget you. 

With your logo on your premium incentive 

they will remember with every bite, who that 

classy barbecue equipment came from.

At Weber, we believe in the quality and durability of 

our products, and we are happy to vouch for this.

UP TO 10-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
INDIVIDUAL PARTS FOR WEBER 

BARBECUES IN THE SERIES

Charcoal barbecues

Spirit Gas barbecues

Go-Anywhere Gas barbecues

Genesis II EX Gas barbecues

Summit Charcoal barbecues

Smokey Mountain Cooker Smoker

UP TO 12-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
INDIVIDUAL PARTS FOR WEBER 

BARBECUES IN THE SERIES

Genesis Gas barbecues 

(from 2022)

10-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
ALL PARTS FOR WEBER GAS 
BARBECUES IN THE SERIES

Spirit II

Genesis II

Summit Gasgrills (from 01.10.2017)

5-YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PARTS 
FOR WEBER PULSE BARBECUES

UP TO 5-YEAR WARRANTY ON 
INDIVIDUAL PARTS FOR WEBER 

BARBECUES IN THE SERIES

Traveler Gas barbecues

Weber Q barbecues

SmokeFire Pellet barbecues

MAKE GIFTS  
WITH A  
PERSONAL 
TOUCH 
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c u s t o m i s e d  a c c e s s o r i e s 
Customise selected equipment  

with your corporate logo.

Please ask for minimum order quantities and delivery time * Warranty does not apply to normal wear and tear. See warranty terms and conditions on weber.com

The Weber warranty

YE
AR

LIMITED WARRANTY*

YE
AR

LIMITED WARRANTY*

YE
AR

WARRANTY ON ALL PARTS*

YE
AR

LIMITED WARRANTY*

WARRANTY ON ALL PARTS*

YE
AR



READY TO 
FIRE UP?
For more information please contact us:

Weber-Stephen Products UK
10th Floor - The Metro Building

1 Butterwick

London 

W6 8DL

E-mail: uk_b2b@weberstephen.com


